
NHD Industrial Co., Ltd. was founded in Taiwan in 1979 and has grown into 
a leading developer and manufacturer of magnetic contactors and control 

units for machinery, including indicators, push buttons, and selectors. 
Currently, NHD supplies C-series and S-C series magnetic contactors. Its 

C-series contactors and BTH- and NTH-series products all are CE-approved by 
TUV, and its C-series magnetic contactors are certified by UL, CSA, and CE. 

The company has become a prominent player in its field. In 1995 it was 
awarded the Symbol of Excellence by the National Standers Bureau under 
Taiwan’s Ministry of Economic Affairs; it won ISO-9002 certification in 1998, 
and ISO-9001: 2000 certification in 2001. 

Since 1995 the firm has been aggressively developing Europe Terminal 
Block products, and so far has successfully developed four types of Rail-
Mount Terminal Block, including the Double Deck Terminal Block.

NHD entered the field of control unit products in 2005 and completed the 
development of molds for mass production in 2007. Its control unit products 
have won both UL and TUV approval, and have proven very popular with 
customers worldwide.

NHD finished the development of all kinds of molds for cam switches in 
2008. It was the first company in Taiwan to make cam switches together with 
keys, which are now awaiting UL approval.

NHD says that it is developing newer and better products in the field of 
automatic machinery controls. Its strong, advanced technical capability has 
earned the company a worldwide reputation as an outstanding supplier of 
parts for conveyor, packing, and wood-sawing machines, and the company 
has also made a name for itself as a supplier of control units to press 
machinery makers.

The firm stresses that it strives to provide the best 
products and services to customers in all of its markets. It 
welcomes enquiries for further information about the company 
itself and its quality products.
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